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Abstract
The problem of finding the sparsest vector (direction) in a low dimensional subspace can be considered as
a homogeneous variant of the sparse recovery problem, which finds applications in robust subspace recovery,
dictionary learning, sparse blind deconvolution, and many other problems in signal processing and machine
learning. However, in contrast to the classical sparse recovery problem, the most natural formulation for
finding the sparsest vector in a subspace is usually nonconvex. In this paper, we overview recent advances
on global nonconvex optimization theory for solving this problem, ranging from geometric analysis of its
optimization landscapes, to efficient optimization algorithms for solving the associated nonconvex optimization
problem, to applications in machine intelligence, representation learning, and imaging sciences. Finally, we
conclude this review by pointing out several interesting open problems for future research.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nonconvex optimization problems are ubiquitous in signal processing and machine learning [1, 2]. However,
for general nonconvex problems, even finding a local minimizer is NP-hard [3]. While one may consider
convex relaxations [4–7] and resort to the rich literature of convex optimization [8, 9], such convex relaxations
usually scale poorly with respect to the dimension of the data, and often provably fail for problems with
nonlinear models. Nonetheless, recent advances in phase retrieval [10–13], phase synchronization [14, 15],
blind deconvolution [16, 17], dictionary learning [18, 19], matrix factorization [20–28], tensor decomposition
[29], etc., reveal that the optimization landscapes of nonconvex problems often have benign geometric
properties. The underlying benign geometric structure can be local or global, ensuring fast convergence of
iterative algorithms to target solutions. Specifically:
1) Benign Local Geometry. In many cases, there often exists a sufficiently large basin of attraction around
the target solutions, within which a local search algorithm converges rapidly to the solution.
2) Benign Global Geometry. Problem specific symmetry structures induce a benign global optimization
landscape — that there are no flat saddle points or spurious local minima (see Figure 1) — ensures
global convergence of iterative algorithms from random or arbitrary initializations [29–33].
In this paper, we provide a comprehensive review of recent advances on nonconvex optimization methods
for finding the sparsest vectors in a subspace [34–37]. Namely, given data Y ∈ Rn×p whose rows form an
n-dimensional subspace S ⊆ Rp (n p), can we efficiently find the sparsest nonzero vector in S (up to
scalings)? Mathematically speaking, can we efficiently solve
min
q∈Rn
∥∥∥Y >q∥∥∥
0
, s.t. q 6= 0, (I.1)
* Both authors contribute equally to this work.
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(a) Flat saddle points (b) Spurious local minimizers
Fig. 1: Two worst case scenarios in nonconvex optimization.
so that Y >q is the sparsest vector1 in S = row(Y )? Here, the nonzero constraint q 6= 0 avoids the trivial
sparse solution q = 0 which arises simply because a subspace S passes through the origin 0. In the meanwhile,
it should be noted that the problem can also be considered as a homogeneous variant of the sparse recovery
problem [4, 38], in the sense that the problem (I.1) can be equivalently formulated as
min
x
‖x‖0 , s.t. Ax = 0, x 6= 0, (I.2)
where the rows of A ∈ R(p−n)×p form a basis of the orthogonal complement of S so that (I.2) can be viewed
as a dual formulation of (I.1). However, in contrast to the classical sparse recovery problem which finds
the sparsest vector with Ax = b and b 6= 0 [4, 38–41], solving (I.2) has caught less attention and has not
been well-studied albeit its importance in many applications in signal processing and machine learning as we
discuss in Section II. One major reason is due to our limited understandings on the computational properties
of solving the nonconvex problem (I.2). Different from classical sparse recovery problems, where convex
relaxations perform near optimally for broad classes of designs of A [42, 43], it has been known for decades
that the basic problem (I.2) is NP-hard for an arbitrary subspace S [44, 45]. Even if we relax the `0-norm
objective with a convex surrogate, the nonzero constraint x 6= 0 still makes the problem inherently nonconvex.
It is only very recently that efficient computational surrogates with nontrivial recovery guarantees have been
discovered and studied for specific instances [34, 46–52]. In this paper, we survey several important aspects
of recent advances on nonconvex optimization methods for solving the problem of finding the sparsest vector
in a subspace, ranging from landscape analysis, to efficient optimization methods, to applications.
Paper organization. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we show that several
fundamental problems in signal processing and machine learning can be reduced to the task of finding
the sparsest vector in a subspace. In Section III, we introduce natural nonconvex relaxations of (I.1) with
computational guarantees. In Section IV we provide a systematic overview of the geometric analysis on
nonconvex optimization landscapes, based on which nonconvex algorithms have recently led to efficient
solutions and new performance guarantees that we discuss in Section V. We demonstrate the broad applications
in Section VI. Finally, we close this review by discussing several open problems in Section VII.
II. MOTIVATIONS
Variants of the task of finding the sparsest vector in a subspace take several forms in many applications of
modern signal processing and machine learning. In this section, we survey several fundamental problems to
demonstrate its importance, where all the problems can be reduced to solving (I.1), with different structures
of the subspace S = row(Y ).
1Here, row(Y ) denotes the row subspace of Y , i.e., the subspace row(Y ) is spanned by row vectors of Y .
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a) Robust subspace recovery [6, 53–56]. Fitting a linear subspace to dataset corrupted by outliers is a
fundamental problem in machine learning and statistics, primarily known as robust principal component
analysis (PCA) [57], or robust subspace recovery (RSR) [56]. Given the dataset Y of the form
Y
data
=
[
X
inliers
O
outliers
]
Γ
permutation
∈ Rn×p, (II.1)
where the columns of X ∈ Rn×p1 form inlier points spanning a subspace SX , the columns of O ∈ Rn×p2
are outlier points with no linear structure, and Γ is an unknown permutation, the goal here is to recover the
inlier subspace SX , or equivalently to cluster the points into inliers and outliers. It is well-known that the
presence of outliers can severely affect the quality of the solutions obtained by the classical PCA approach
[57]. This challenge can be conquered by finding the sparsest vector in S = row(Y ) via solving (I.1), which
returns a normal vector2 of the subspace SX [51], producing a hyperplane containing all columns of X .
This approach is called dual principal component pursuit (DPCP) [51, 52, 58], which can be viewed as a
dual method of classical ways of solving robust subspace recovery problems [56]. The DPCP has led to
new recovery guarantees, which can deal with more number of outliers than traditional methods [51, 52, 58].
Moreover, it also shows the potential for tackling multiple subspace fitting [59].
b) Learning sparsely-used dictionaries [39, 60–62]. Dictionary learning (DL) aims to learn the underlying
compact representation from the data Y , which finds many applications in signal/imaging processing, machine
learning, and computer vision [61–65]. Mathematically speaking, the problem is to factorize the data
Y
data
= A
dictionary
X
sparse code
(II.2)
into a compact representation dictionary A and sparse coefficient matrix X . Such representations naturally
allow signal compression [61], and also facilitate efficient signal acquisition [66], denoising [63], and
classification [67] (see relevant discussion in [65]). In particular, when the dictionary A is complete3, the
authors in [34, 46, 47] showed that the DL problem can be reduced to finding the sparsest vector in the
subspace S = row(Y ): by solving (I.1), the solution Y >q is expected to be one row of the sparse matrix
X . Based on this, the full matrices (A,X) can be recovered via extra techniques such as deflation [46]. For
complete DL, this approach has led to new theoretical and algorithmic advances [46, 47, 68–70].
c) Sparse blind deconvolution [71–75]. Sparse blind deconvolution is a classical inverse problem that
ubiquitously appears in various areas of digital communication [76], signal/image processing [77, 78],
neuroscience [79, 80], geophysics [81], and more. Given multiple measurements {yi}pi=1 in the form of the
circulant convolution4
yi
measurements
= a0
kernel
~ xi
sparse signal
, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, (II.3)
the multichannel sparse blind deconvolution (MCS-BD) problem [48, 50, 75, 83] aims to simultaneously
recover the unknown kernel a0 and sparse signals {xi}pi=1. Notice that the circulant convolution (II.3) can
be rewritten in the matrix-vector form with5 Cyi = CaCxi . Thus, by concatenating all the measurements,
we can write the problem in a similar form of complete DL in the sense that[
Cy1 · · · Cyp
]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Y
= Ca0
[
Cx1 · · · Cxp
]︸ ︷︷ ︸
X
.
2A normal vector of a subspace is a nonzero vector that is orthogonal to all points in the subspace.
3Complete means that the dictionary A is square and invertible. For a proper conditioned dictionary, the complete DL can be
approximately reduced to orthogonal DL via preconditioning or whitening of the data [47].
4Here, we use ~ to denote circulant convolution, which can be efficiently implemented via fast Fourier transform [50, 82]. It
should also be noted that any linear convolution can be rewrite a circulant convolution via properly zero padding the vectors.
5Here, any vector v ∈ Rn, we use Cv ∈ Rn×n to denote corresponding circulant matrix generated from v.
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Name Objective ϕ(·) (Sub)gradient ∇ϕ(·) Smoothness
`1-norm [52, 70]
∑
k |zk| sign (z) nonsmooth
Huber loss [83]
∑
k
(
z2k
2µ
+ µ
2
)
1|zk|<µ + |zk|1|zk|≥µ z/µ1|z|<µ + sign(z)1|z|≥µ C1-smooth
pseudo-Huber [72] µ
∑
k
√
1 + (zk/µ)2 z/
√
z + µ2 C∞-smooth
Logcosh [47, 75]
∑
k µ log cosh(zk/µ) tanh (z/µ) C∞-smooth
TABLE I: Summary of Convex Surrogates ϕ(·) for `0-norm.
When the kernel a0 is invertible6, per our discussion for complete DL, this implies that we can solve the
MCS-BD problem by finding the sparsest vector in S = row(Y ) in a similar fashion. This discovery has
recently led to new guaranteed, efficient methods for solving MCS-BD under general settings [50, 75, 83].
d) Other problems. Variants and generalizations of finding the sparsest vectors in a subspace problem
also appear in orthogonal `1 regression [84], sparse PCA [85, 86], numerical linear algebra [45, 87, 88],
applications regarding control and optimization [89], nonrigid structure from motion [90], spectral estimation
and the Prony’s method [91], blind source separation [92], graphical model learning [93], and sparse coding
on manifolds [94]. Nonetheless, we believe the potential of seeking sparse/structured elements in a subspace
is still largely unexplored, in spite of the cases we discussed here. We hope this review will bring more
attention to this problem and inspire further application ideas of recent theoretical and algorithmic advances.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Per our discussion in Section I, to find the sparsest vectors in S = row(Y ) the vanilla formulation (I.1)
(or equivalently (I.2)) is NP-hard to solve. Therefore, we need to resort to certain relaxations of the problem
such that the new problem is substantially easier to optimize and its global solutions are still close to the
expected target solutions. Similar to the idea of solving the sparse recovery problem [4, 42], one natural idea
is to replace `0-norm with any sparsity promoting convex surrogate ϕ(·) (see Table I for an illustration, we
will discuss the choices in Section V). However, the nonconvex constraint q 6= 0 still makes the problem
inherently difficult to optimize. Nonetheless, since we only hope to find the sparsest vector up to a scaling,
it is natural to consider replacing q 6= 0 by certain unit norm constraints on q.
Limitation of convex relaxations. In the context of the dictionary learning problem, the work [46] first
considered an `1-minimization problem constrained with ‖q‖∞ = 1, introducing a convex relaxation of (I.1)
with a sequence of linear programs:
`1/`∞ Relaxation: min
q
ϕ
(
Y >q
)
, s.t. q(i) = 1, (III.1)
for some i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Here ϕ(·) = ‖·‖1 as shown in Table I. The solutions of (III.1) are exactly the target
sparse vectors up to a scaling when the subspace S is spanned by a set of random sparse basis vectors.
However, this result provably breaks down merely when the sparsity level of each base vector is beyond7
θ ∈ O (1/√n), while convex relaxation for standard sparse approximation problems can handle much higher
sparsity levels θ = Ω(1) [42, 43]. For the problem (III.1), the same sparsity threshold is also observed
for a simpler planted sparse vector (PSV) model, where there is a single sparse vector embedded in an
otherwise random subspace S [36]. Moreover, for both models the most natural semidefinite programming
(SDP) relaxation [34] also breaks down at exactly the same threshold8. Unfortunately, numerical simulations
confirm that these results are essentially sharp, so that one might naturally ask: is θ ∈ O (1/√n) the best we
can do with efficient, guaranteed algorithms?
6In other words, we assume that its circulant matrix Ca0 is invertible.
7Here, θ denotes the probability of one entry being nonzero.
8This breakdown behavior is again in sharp contrast to the standard sparse approximation problem (with b 6= 0), in which it is
possible to handle very large fractions of nonzeros (say, θ = Ω(1/ logn), or even θ = Ω(1)) using a very simple `1 relaxation [42, 43]
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(a) PSV (b) DPCP (c) ODL (d) MCS-BD
Fig. 2: Plots of optimization landscapes of (III.2) over the sphere for different problems
in 3D. From the left to right: (a) planted sparse vector [34], (b) robust subspace recovery [51],
(c) orthognal dictionary learning [47], and (d) sparse blind deconvolution [50, 83]. The colder
color value means smaller function value, and vice versa. The red dots correspond to the target
solutions.
Remarkably, this is not the case. Recently, a new rounding technique for sum-of-squares (SoS) relaxations
indicates that the sparsest vector can be recovered even when θ = Ω(1) [95]. Unfortunately, the runtime
of this approach is a high-degree polynomial in data dimension so that the result is mostly of theoretical
interest. Therefore, the question remains legitimate: Is there a practical algorithm that provably recovers a
sparse vector with θ = Ω(1) portion of nonzeros from a generic subspace S?
Efficient solutions via nonconvex optimization. This challenge has been addressed by recent advances on
nonconvex optimization, where the work in [34] first considered a nonconvex relaxation of (I.1),
`1/`2 Relaxation: min
q
f(q) := ϕ
(
Y >q
)
, s.t. ‖q‖2 = 1, (III.2)
which relaxes q 6= 0 by a nonconvex spherical constraint q ∈ Sn−1. Intuitively, the sphere Sn−1 is a
homogeneous manifold so that it could potentially handle higher sparsity levels. Indeed, for an idealized
PSV model, the result in [34] showed that there is a simple, efficient nonconvex optimization method that
provably recovers the sparsest vector even with θ = Ω(1), breaking the θ ∈ O (1/√n) sparsity barrier.
Subsequent work [47, 68] showed that the same sparsity level can also be achieved with efficient methods for
complete DL. Inspired by these results, optimizing variants of the nonconvex formulation (III.2) has led to
new performance guarantees in robust subspace recovery [51, 52] and sparse blind deconvolution [50, 75, 83].
Nonetheless, as the problem formulation in (III.2) is nonconvex, it naturally raises the following question:
what are the underlying principles for efficiently solving these nonconvex problems to target solutions?
IV. GEOMETRY AND OPTIMIZATION LANDSCAPES
In the following, we demystify the recent success of nonconvex approaches, by reviewing recent advances
on geometric studies of the nonconvex optimization landscapes, towards providing a unified view for solving
a broader class of nonconvex optimization problems. Correspondingly, in the next section (Section V) we
show how to exploit these benign geometric properties plus extra ingredients to develop efficient nonconvex
optimization methods, efficiently solving (III.2) to target (global) solutions.
A. Some Basic Facts
Basic notations. First, we introduce some basic notations for studying the global optimization properties.
Let Q? ⊂ Sn−1 be the set of target solutions. To measure the distance between a vector q ∈ Sn−1 and the
set Q?, we introduce the following metric defined in the Eucildean space
dist(q,Q?) := inf
a∈Q?
‖q − a‖2 .
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Accordingly, we define the set
B(q,Q?) :=
{
q ∈ Sn−1 | dist (q,Q?) ≤ ε
}
that contains all the points on the sphere that are ε-close to Q?.
Riemannian derivatives. Since we are solving a nonconvex optimization problem (III.2) that is constrained
over a Riemannian manifold Sn−1, to study the geometric properties of optimization landscape, we need
formal definitions of the slope (gradient) and curvature (Hessian) of f(·) over the manifold. The sphere Sn−1
is a smooth manifold embedded in Rn; its tangent space q⊥ at the point q ∈ Sn−1 can be identified with
TqSn−1 =
{
v ∈ Rn | q>v = 0
}
.
Thus, the projection onto the tangent space is given by Pq⊥ = I − qq>. If f is smooth, the slope of f(·)
over the sphere (formally, the Riemannian gradient) is defined in the tangent space TqSn−1, which is simply
the component of the standard (Euclidean) gradient ∇f(q) that is tangent to the sphere:
grad[f ](q) = Pq⊥∇f(q).
When f is nonsmooth, we can similarly introduce the corresponding Riemannian subgradient9
∂Rf(q) = Pq⊥∂f(q),
where ∂f(q) is a particular choice of the subgradient of f . For instance, if f(q) =
∥∥Y >q∥∥
1
, we often
choose ∂f(q) = Y sign(Y >q) where sign(·) is an element-wise sign operator that sets output to 0 if the
input is 0.
On the other hand, if10 f ∈ C2, the curvature of f(·) over the sphere is slightly more involved. For any
direction δ ∈ TqSn−1, the second derivative of f(·) at point q ∈ Sn−1 along the geodesic curve11 is given
by δ>Hess[f ](q)δ, where Hess[f ](q) is the Riemannian Hessian
Hess[f ](q) = Pq⊥
(
∇2f(q)
curvature of f(·)
− 〈q,∇f(q)〉 I
curvature of the manifold
)
Pq⊥ .
This expression contains two terms: (i) the first is the standard (Euclidean) hessian ∇2f , which accounts for
the curvature of the objective function f ; (ii) the second term accounts for the curvature of the sphere itself.
Thus, analogous to the case in Euclidean space, critical points can be characterized by grad[f ](q) = 0 or
0 ∈ ∂Rf(q); curvatures can be studied through the eigenvalues of Hess[f ](q).
B. Local Geometry: Basins of Attraction Around Target Solutions
At the early stage of studying nonconvex optimization, people tend to believe that nonconvex problems
only have benign local geometric structures such that smart initializations are needed. To guarantee a local
search algorithm find a minimzer of a nonconvex problem, one natural idea is to show that there exist local
basins of attraction around the target solutions, in the sense that the function either has local strong convexity
or it satisfies certain regularity condition around the target solutions. Therefore, to have guaranteed global
optimization, people developed data-driven initialization by using spectral methods to initialize into the local
basin such that descent methods efficiently converge to the target solutions. The initialization plus local
algorithmic analysis has led to global guarantees for several important problems in signal processing and
9We refer to [96] for a formal defintion of Riemannian subgradient. For a general nonsmooth function, the projection (onto
the tangent space) of a subgradiment may not be a Riemannian subgradient. Fortunately, for problem that is regular (such as
f(q) =
∥∥Y >q∥∥
1
), according to [96], the Riemannian subgradient can be simply introduced by the projection of a subgradient.
10A function f is said to be of Ck if its k-th order derivative exists and is continuous.
11A geodesic curve is the shortest path connecting two points on the manifold, which can be parameterized by an exponential map
expq (tδ). We refer readers to [97] for more technical details.
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machine learning, such as generalized phase retrieval [10, 98], low rank matrix recovery [28, 99], tensor
decomposition [100], and blind deconvolution with subspace model [101], and more.
In the context of finding the sparsest vector in a subspace, for a function ϕ that is C∞-smooth, the
corresponding problem is locally strongly convex in the sense that [47, 50]
Hess[f ](q)  α · Pq⊥ , ∀ q ∈ B (Q?, 1) , (IV.1)
where α > 0 is some scalar depending on the dimension of the problem. However, for many nonconvex
problems the regions that satisfy strong convexity are usually quite small (i.e., 1 is small), that they only
cover a small measure of the sphere. For problems such as complete DL [47] and sparse blind deconvolution
[50], it is often very difficult to initialize into the region B (Q?, 1). Moreover, the strong convexity condition
also needs the function to be at least C2-smooth, which is quite stringent.
A more general local condition is the so-called regularity condition, which often ensures local convergences
of descent methods within a region of much larger radius. For instance, for a consideration of nonsmooth f ,
the following regularity condition12 has been repeatedly discovered for many problems [70, 102]
〈q − PQ?(q), ∂Rf(q)〉 ≥ α · dist(q,Q?), ∀ q ∈ B(Q?, 2). (IV.2)
q
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Q?<latexit sha1_base64="0Vqklo3Frym9PBLAa7vbIVj3Qwg=">AAAmJHicrZpLc9y4EYBnN6+18/Imx1xYUanK65K1Gm02qUptba0t yZJsPUZvWaJKBZIYDi2CpAjOaMYs5m/kmlzya3JL5ZBLfksaYHOGREObHDIHieyvAQKNRneDM14WR7JYW/vXJ5/+4Ic/+vFPPnvy9Kc/+/kvfvns81+dy3Sc+/zMT+M0v/SY5HGU8LMiKmJ+meWcCS/mF97dhuIXE57LKE1Oi1nGbwQLk2gY+awA0Y3rs/jotnRlwfLq9tnS2u qa/jj0oo8XSz38DG4/X/7EDVJ/LHhS+DGT8rq/lhU3JcuLyI959dQdS54x/46FvBzncUdwPYoCNew7eVOOYGR5zofdFkxIwYrRCvwvRkL9kzPhqf+enK14YkXRXA5lt5nnia4gYzlTpuxKp9p4XZlFFOYsG0X+FKR4KTN4bFmufjmMQvllZYw5DtM8guE+Io5884lCWc8QskytT lcox55VPmSJPxsF5kyiAuy/bIpkmpvPijn4h2l6nowFqMMs1McN+BD8S1unDFh+l6UPAc+9eMyrMg+9qgQvWQFXWVd/fg/PLd2CTwtrA0d9QMU5HfE050Lq7h0XLkFROqWbpFESgFHg0hs6x7V8tXIdF9q5CX8o6palMnOJ3VTL15L72qmd5ee7Q2eWjp0HBr2gtgNT8mCmQae LmAvBqnJP/2t3sayG+QBL5qAM2692mvvgLuVGmqdxzPJZq4OOVpanWVUO4G8qI72CjyhqO9ca5ebi+nu0/xc9eLynHw9BQXQtCHt2DDZ8pf41vrXAL8owZTE0jVliWr42+tz6plEbkz51USiLWczLepG72igrjxvWaZHZht0IF5MCfxpGPA7Am3IOmmpfsSQo3cOqdFWc8LzysK p7mbPjBTtWDP2QxWrtS2fBnDaUj8Fj1bLbY/tpG4unbcyfBjSL+dRCNmridFG7w6tFh1cmO1iwA2BdGIPHuzEfFnCVhDpQt3GucB6FowIuLRw2vevxMEpKfj/WecR8OlcqHK4eVUhIHy9oJ4nRC1W5b/eTsDxnM9rN/aIfu4oHlpr3o27yaEq6qXVUNwuNZQfXD4MD8b5jXl33 b0o3hfzGijRPmODg6FVt/XKpj3ZWT+u23BWWliC0tWy389PkQ91S3PE8gbT9tRi7KcR4VSKg9KWWQh+tu6rdQHnMJoecnvN98KJXcTZiHi9qlxpC0VAe7p9UpS/krCohuCTKFmpXMi+Ko2LmwFgcKCoKc1oDy6waRx1U9eyeN5P7wpjbVvVIy63KNEMQDU3lwNSZQM1j6CiRDiY wRX8cj8mCBvX4V/STc4jB1VK/bpAmMN+kkM7zB8j0BU+cKHHyFJqtONFQpyIefAEp2dxK2BOnPvBhQT/oTawDw4T7D2keQBDqjP1FCUD7pFpoljtQc3AvZyB4AgS0nCQt9D4yzOAX9aS8FOInVFhpDO6le3Ic7eo+l90mopg+3sSLU//OqR9p7LP5o2o/MtvU+8rcm82zOm2eR EnCc+VywdgvjOFpVjdS/vRN40/fGg7wjQqDTYTrmv5bFQIRgQELuJaQvfmKs8NzKI0itayZ5OMgfRklqsLmZhc7i9XbMV3vdMFOTZZBf4ADFoYwC5jqcJwETFWJkF6gCoT6kyzIwTiOTV/WMjPjwZS4qVgLDc2TjCWmopapETVSYxRgJZ/0XgtplJqYilpGUlFyZ+ppGdnuLCT7 XckMvSLlmal3qmTm7DcHZPIgMrQGJ5umlhIZWkMaZoY6zHS01JY11bTM0JNRSNZFy0w9ixrVOrH0dkLVAnV6IuYFWVOsxKGDn9aOqiumFsk7BCLEnFgDmTkG2AJSl8bmQEQdsyWH6KsSTwGFdpyGM8MivB18vDqQdL0yTuU4Jx7swzZ6AhG+pmaoKXgepWTpQE6qjFTtYzglGK oeSUzguYJDvxaPxqlCSNCFPkQEBn9mMjK2YgCJJ6KmSgWpa7JIn2tNVZCbqnBKT626CpjKkITg0DO3t/RzbXCwYwhREg7kTZpqelLTSuEMIqKPmKRaBcghKr2A3uC0AzpqldQZs5zfV4+2YNNui+b+0RYsD4W2ntaHuz+p2+9VZ9OOOpvO94YsiIPL1WIVDrMqtaRwpsmNqqDeu 7ozy56VUeLPsbo2402cpq3s58Za4Cz1naaorzUM3+dR3G6k7tttNDddR1b6bxQ3B8fWvgjUO6ZmIPWWE07/FvP3y//bx9hkqji9bA4/ulK9JBtRiQ87OuRoCMJXqKH4Kwt/3eKvLXyjxcnZDYSbLU6SBgi3WnzLwt+0+BsL327xbQvfaXFSoIBwt8V3Lfxti7+18Hct/s7C91p 8z8L3W3zfwg9a/MDCD1vctr6DFiepXb0XbfEjCz9ucXLYB+FJi59Y+GmLkyIQhGctfmbh5y1+buEXLX5h4ZctTvYICN+3+HsLv2px9f6hflXYPWBV+nhRMnL08pB4hPhISFybBEjoQY4jIXXmZIhkSEiIhNSIkxGSESEREpIaJx+QfCDkDgmpWScxElKlTwQSkq0nCRKSFSYpEp KJJxkSUuVO7pHcE5IjIfXnRCKRhBRISOUzGSMZEzJBQir/yQOSB0KmSMg7mskMCXnDM/mI5CMtLCdMvd1A7tY3xF15MdfQ18QDMQuiTnNrUftvKhOoL7qdtSTEiZl6yYp69Q3xMia8YK6Dd8StmhVyE7pG2ajxe1ddEiwXWFIc8Hhhu/qGWGWhYLPtdN7/lHYv5iMXY8vafuR5 szHW6JZJmsDR1/Gr+45D5/9iSnO/eI2EZH2xgYTke7GJhGR6sYWE5HjxBgnJ7mIbCcnrYgcJyejiLRKSq8U7JCRLiz0kJD+LfSQkM4sDJCQni0MkJBuLARKSh8UREpKBxTESknvFCRKSdcUpEpJvxRkSkmnFORKSY8UFEpJdxSUSklfFeyQko4orJFfUjcU27nPF3W3bPhebuM+ 0yqZtn4m9JhRonT1rKBCHgodznfqGrJYOCFphQAOCGMgFpgFBnEThYi71DVmMeQDUSmfz6GfaZRdqAv0tISlQxdYUEfX3OihoSIKC0EFBsz59oKdLGs9a03i6cPCslYOn05lnzWeeTmieNaN5OqV5TU4zQpSnd6Fn3YaejgSeNRR42j+9xkGNXiUvVOiDfzT0gfA1MhL8QLiBj IQ/EG4iIwEQhFvISAgE4RtkJAiCcBsZCYMg3EFGZg/CXWTEa0D4FhlxGxC+Q0YCJQj3kJFQCcJ9ZGSVQHiAjIRLEB4iIwEThANkJGSC8AgZCZogPEZGwiYIT5CRwAnCU2QkdILwDBkJniA8R0bCJwgvkJEACsJLZCSEgvA9MhJEQXiFTB9JjFfyUqqtPdFv0F+UL/tCVFoL9P10 rF7llftsuq+/hthIY9BeX1Pv29yMhRy/j47Ve7Wnj/8aRA8o5kkIYjcS4UMUFKNKP4NIy69W++tf1/21x3l0Ub82WfyIIufq9ANB6Vp9FekcXfyxcpb6N+b8k7TgZtP6ZxqLtgegY2+d80kkH2lP35byICqsw9SqWtdL05izpCweUjDnef07pNoWdlQOWSzN75trlep6HR4VDY sRLCkoqReqti4qRw0A/qyrb+YNww7S4bBz7L+tRz/OSkXMKQ7qHGTRrr9cgP5vny31zZ9I0Yvz9dX+V6vrR79b+u41/nzqs95ver/tPe/1e3/ofdfb6Q16Zz2/d9/7c+8vvb8u/23578v/WP5nrfrpJ9jm173OZ/nf/wHxnuWj</latexit>
PQ?(q)
<latexit sha1_base64="aCMtYm+UcLczJ14zjbHwK3DBtlM=">AAAmM3icrZpLb9zIEYDHm9faeXmTW3IhIgjwGrJWo80 mQLBYrC3Jkm09Rm9ZoiA0yR4OLTY5YnOoGRMM8mtyTS75MUFuQa75D6luFmfIrtYmh8xBQ9ZX3eyurq6q5sgbx5HM19b+/uiT733/Bz/80aePn/z4Jz/92c+ffvaLM5lOMp+f+mmcZhcekzyOEn6aR3nML8YZZ8KL+bl3u6H4ecEzGaXJST4b82vBwiQa Rj7LQXTz9Feuz+LBTam+DuFL5iyrqmducff5zdOltdU1/XHoRR8vlnr4Gdx8tvzIDVJ/IniS+zGT8qq/Ns6vS5blkR/z6ok7kXzM/FsW8nKSxR3B1SgK1Cxu5XU5goFmGR92WzAhBctHK/Cdj4T6kjPhqW9PzlY8saJoJoey28zzRFcwZhlTlu1Kp9qWXZ lFFGZsPIr8KUjxUo7hsWW5+sUwCuUXlTHmOEyzCIb7gDjyzScKZT1DyMZqsbpCOfGs8iFL/NkoMGcS5WD/ZVMk08x8VszBXUzT82QiQB1moT5uwIfgbto6ZcCy23F6H/DMiye8KrPQq0rwkhVwlXX153fw3NLN+TS3NnDUB1SckxFPMy6k7t5x4RIUpVO 6SRolARgFLr2hc1TLVyvXcaGdm/D7vG5ZKjOX2E21fCW5r8xz7Sw/ezN0ZunEuWfQC2o7MCUPZhp0uoi5EKwqd/VXu4tlNcx7WDIHZdh+tdPcB3cpN9IsjWOWzVoddLTGWTquygH8TWWkV/ABRW3nWqPcXFx/h/b/ogeP9/TjIUaIrgVhz07Ahi/VV+Nb C/y8DFMWQ9OYJabla6PPrW8atTHpExeFMp/FvKwXuauNsvKoYZ0WY9uwG+FiUuBPw4jHAXhTxkFT7SuWBKV7UJWuihOeVx5UdS9zdrRgR4qhH7JYrX3pLJjThvIheKRadntsP21j8bSN+dOAjmM+tZCNmjhd1O7wctHhpcn2F2wfWBfG4PFuzIc5XCWhD tRtnCmcReEoh0sLh03vejyMkpLfTXRaMZ/OlQqHqwcVEtLHc9pJYvRCVe7a/SQsy9iMdnO36Meu4oGl5v2omyyakm5qHdXNQmPZwfXD4EC874hXV/3r0k0hv7E8zRImODh6VVu/XOqjndXTui3fCEtLENpattv5afKhbilueZZA2v5KTNwUYryqGFD6Qku hj9Zd1W6gPGaTQ07P+B540ct4PGIez2uXGkLpUB7sHVelL+SsKiG4JMoWalcyL4qjfObAWBwoLXJzWgPLrBpHHVT17J41k/vcmNtW9UDLrco0QxANTeXA1Cmg8jF0lEgHE5iiP4knZEGDevwr+skZxOBqqV83SBOYb5JL59k9ZPqcJ06UOFkKzVacaKhT EQ8+h5RsbiXsiVMf+LCgH/Qm1oGh4P59mgUQhDpjf14C0D6pFpplDtQc3MsYCB4DAS0nSXO9jwwz+Hk9KS+F+AkVVhqDe+meHEe7us9lt4nIpw838eLUv3XqRxr7bP6o2o/MNvW+Mvdm86xOm8dRkvBMuVww8XNjeJrVjZQ/fd340zeGA3ytwmAT4bqm/ 0aFQERgwByuJWRvvuLs8AxKo0gt61jySZC+iBJVcHOzi53F6u2YrneyYCcmG0N/gAMWhjALmOpwkgRMVYmQXqAKhPqTLMj+JI5NX9YyM+PBlLipWAsNzeMxS0xFLVMjaqTGKMBKPum9FtIoVZiKWkZSUXJr6mkZ2e4sJPtdyQy9POVjU+9EyczZbw7I5E FkaA2ON00tJTK0hjTMDHWY6WipLWuqaZmhJ6OQrIuWmXoWNap1bOntmKoF6vREzAuypliJQwc/rR1VV0wtknUIRIg5sQYycwywBaQujc2BiDpmSw7RVyWeHArtOA1nhkV4O/h4dSDpemWcyklGPNiHbfQYInxNzVCT8yxKydKBnFQZqdrHcEowVD2SmMB zBYd+LR6NU4WQoAt9iAgM/sxkZGzFABJPRE2VClLXjCN9rjVVQW6qwik9teoqYCpDEoJDz9ze0s+0wcGOIURJOJA3aarpSU0rhTOIiD5ikmoVIAeo9Bx6g9MO6KhVUmfMcn5fPdiCTbstmvsHW7AsFNp6Wh/u/qhuv1OdTTvqbDrfGzInDi5X81U4zKrUk sKZJjOqgnrv6s4se1ZGiT/H6tqMN3GatrKfG2uBs9R3mqK+1jB8n0dxu5G6b7fR3HQdWem/UdwcHFv7IlCvnJqB1FtOOP0bzN8v/m8fY5Op4vSiOfzoSvWCbEQlPujokKMhCF+ihuIvLfxVi7+y8I0WJ2c3EG62OEkaINxq8S0Lf93iry18u8W3LXynxU mBAsI3Lf7Gwt+2+FsLf9fi7yx8t8V3LXyvxfcsfL/F9y38oMVt6ztocZLa1dvRFj+08KMWJ4d9EB63+LGFn7Q4KQJBeNripxZ+1uJnFn7e4ucWftHiZI+A8H2Lv7fwyxZX7x/qV4XdA1aljxclI0cvD4lHiI+ExLUiQEIPchwJqTOLIZIhISESUiMWIyQ jQiIkJDUWH5B8IOQWCalZixgJqdILgYRk6yJBQrJCkSIhmbgYIyFVbnGH5I6QDAmpPwuJRBKSIyGVTzFBMiGkQEIq/+IeyT0hUyTkHU0xQ0Le8BQfkXykhWXB1NsN5G59Q9yV53MNfU08ELMg6jS3FrX/plJAfdHtrCUhTszUS1bUq2+IlzHhBXMdvCNu 1ayQm9A1Go8av3fVJcFygSXFAY8XtqtviFUWCjbbTuf9T2n3Yj5yMbGs7UeeNRtjjW6ZpAkcfR2/uu84dP7PpzT3i1dISNYXG0hIvhebSEimF1tISI4Xr5GQ7C62kZC8LnaQkIwu3iIhuVq8Q0KytNhFQvKz2ENCMrPYR0JysjhAQrKxGCAheVgcIiEZWB whIblXHCMhWVecICH5VpwiIZlWnCEhOVacIyHZVVwgIXlVvEdCMqq4RHJJ3Vhs4z5X3N227XOxiftMq2za9pnYbUKB1tm1hgJxIHg416lvyGrpgKAVBjQgiIFcYBoQxHEULuZS35DFmAdArXQ6j36mXd5ATaB/JSQFqtiaIqL+XgcFDUlQEDooaNanD/R 0SeNZaxpPFw6etXLwdDrzrPnM0wnNs2Y0T6c0r8lpRojy9C70rNvQ05HAs4YCT/un1zio0avkuQp98EVDHwhfISPBD4QbyEj4A+EmMhIAQbiFjIRAEL5GRoIgCLeRkTAIwh1kZPYgfIOMeA0I3yIjbgPCd8hIoAThLjISKkG4h4ysEgj3kZFwCcIDZCRg gnCAjIRMEB4iI0EThEfISNgE4TEyEjhBeIKMhE4QniIjwROEZ8hI+AThOTISQEF4gYyEUBC+R0aCKAgvkekjifFKXkq1tQv9Bv15+aIvRKW1QN9PJ+pVXrnHpnv6Z4iNNAbt9TX1vs0ds5Dj79Gxeq/25OH/BtEDinkSgtiNRHgfBfmo0s8g0vLL1f76V 3V/7XEentevTRb/RJFxdfqBoHSlfop0Ds//UDlL/Wtz/kmac7Np/W8ai7b7oGNvnfEikg+0p29LeRDl1mFqVa3rpWnMWVLm9ymY86z+t6TaFnZUDlkszd+ba5Xqah0eFQ3zESwpKKkXqrYuKkcNAP6sq1/mDcMO0uGwc+y/qUc/GZeKmFMc1DnIol3/uAD 93zxd6pv/IkUvztZX+1+urh/+dunbV/jvU5/2ft37Te9Zr9/7fe/b3k5v0Dvt+b0/9f7c+0vvr8t/W/7H8j+X/1WrfvII2/yy1/ks//s/DvzrHQ==</latexit>
@Rf(q)
<latexit sha1_base64="A+y3/sXTwWbb5sTHlwlJZy4Gtcg=">AAAmNHicrZpLb9zIEYDHm9faeXmT416ICAJsQ9 ZqtNkECBYL25IsydZj9JYlGkKT7OHQYpNjNoeaMcEA+TW5Jpf8lwC5BbnmN6S6WZwhu1qbHDIHiayvutldXV1VzRlvHEcyX1v7+4PPfvDDH/34J58/fPTTn/38F798/MWvzmU6yXx+5qdxml16TPI4SvhZHuUxvxxnnAkv5hfe7YbiFwXPZ JQmp/lszN8LFibRMPJZDqKbx1+6Y5blEYtvSlewfJSJ8riqhk/c4uPTm8dLa6tr+uPQiz5eLPXwM7j5YvmBG6T+RPAk92Mm5XV/bZy/L9UT/JhXj9yJ5GPm37KQl5Ms7giuR1GgpnEr35cjGGmW8WG3BRNSDXEF/ucjof7JmfDUf0/OVjyxo icgh7LbzPNEVwAzZsq0XelUG7Mrs4jCjI1HkT8FKV7KMTy2LFe/Gkah/KoyxhyHaRbBcO8RR775RKGsZwjZWK1WVygnnlU+ZIk/GwXmTKIc7L9simSamc+KOfiLaXqeTASowyzUxw34EPxNW6cMWHY7Tu8CnnnxhFdlFnpVCV6yAq6yrv78 Dp5bujmf5tYGjvqAinM64mnGhdTdOy5cgqJ0SjdJoyQAo8ClN3SOa/lq5ToutHMTfpfXLUtl5hK7qZavJfeVed47y092h84snTh3DHpBbQem5MFMg04XMReCVeWe/tfuYlkN8w6WzEEZtl/tNPfBXcqNNEvjmGWzVgcdrXGWjqtyAH9TGek VvEdR27nWKDcX19+j/b/oweM9/XgIEqJrQdizE7DhS/Wv8a0FflaGKYuhacwS0/K10efWN43amPSRi0KZz2Je1ovc1UZZedywTouxbdiNcDEp8KdhxOMAvCnjoKn2FUuC0j2s6kDneeVhVfcyZ8cLdqwY+iGL1dqXzoI5bSjvg8eqZbfH9tM 2Fk/bmD8N6DjmUwvZqInTRe0OrxYdXpnsYMEOgHVhDB7vxnyYw1US6kDdxpnCWRSOcri0cNj0rsfDKCn5x4nOK+bTuVLhcHWvQkL6eEY7SYxeqMrHdj8JyzI2o918XPRjV/HAUvN+1E0WTUk3tY7qZqGx7OD6YXAg3nfMq+v++9JNIb+xPM 0SJjg4elVbv1zqo53V07otd4WlJQhtLdvt/DT5ULcUtzxLIG1/IyZuCjFelQwofa6l0Efrrmo3UB6zySGnZ3wfvOhlPB4xj+e1Sw19FpeH+ydV6Qs5q0oILomyhdqVzIviKJ85MBZH5iw3pzWwzKpx1EFVz+5JM7mnxty2qntablWmGYJoa CoHpk7BMlNHiXQwgSn6k3hCFjSox7/SFE9BtdSvG6QJzDfJpfPkDjJ9zhMnSpwshWYrTjTUqYgHTyElm1sJe+LUBz4s6Ae9iXVgKLh/l2YBBKHO2J+VALRPqoVmmQM1B/cyBoKHQEDLSdJc7yPDDH5eT8pLIX5ChZXG4F66J8fRru5z2W0i 8un9Tbw49W+d+pHGPps/qvYjs029r8y92Tyr0+ZhlCQ8Uy4XTPzcGJ5mdSPlT982/vSd4QDfqjDYRLiu6b9TIRARGDCHawnZm684OzyD0ihSyzqWfBKkz6NEVdzc7GJnsXo7puudLtipycbQH+CAhSHMAqY6nCQBU1UipBeoAqH+JAtyMIlj 05e1zMx4MCVuKtZCQ/NkzBJTUcvUiBqpMQqwkk96r4U0ShWmopaRVJTcmnpaRrY7C8l+VzJDL0/52NQ7VTJz9psDMnkQGVqDk01TS4kMrSENM0MdZjpaasuaalpm6MkoJOuiZaaeRY1qnVh6O6FqgTo9EfOCrClW4tDBT2tH1RVTi2QdAhF iTqyBzBwDbAGpS2NzIKKO2ZJD9FWJJ4dCO07DmWER3g4+Xh1Iul4Zp3KSEQ/2YRs9hAhfUzPU5DyLUrJ0ICdVRqr2MZwSDFWPJCbwXMGhX4tH41QhJOhCHyICgz8zGRlbMYDEE1FTpYLUNeNIn2tNVZCbqnBKT626CpjKkITg0DO3t/QzbX CwYwhREg7kTZpqelLTSuEMIqJPmKRaBcghKj2D3uC0AzpqldQZs5zfV/e2YNNui+b+3hYsC4W2ntaHuz+q2+9VZ9OOOpvO94bMiYPL1XwVDrMqtaRwpsmMqqDeu7ozy56VUeLPsbo2402cpq3s58Za4Cz1naaorzUM3+dR3G6k7tttNDddR 1b6bxQ3B8fWvgjUO6dmIPWWE07/BvP38//bx9hkqji9bA4/ulK9JBtRiQ87OuRoCMKXqKH4Swt/1eKvLHyjxcnZDYSbLU6SBgi3WnzLwl+3+GsL327xbQvfaXFSoIBwt8V3LfxNi7+x8Lct/tbC91p8z8L3W3zfwg9a/MDCD1vctr6DFiepH YRHLX5k4cctTg77IDxp8RMLP21xUgSC8KzFzyz8vMXPLfyixS8s/LLFyR4B4bsWf2fhVy2u3j/Urwq7B6xKHy9KRo5eHhKPEB8JiWtFgIQe5DgSUmcWQyRDQkIkpEYsRkhGhERISGosPiD5QMgtElKzFjESUqUXAgnJ1kWChGSFIkVCMnEx RkKq3OIjko+EZEhI/VlIJJKQHAmpfIoJkgkhBRJS+Rd3SO4ImSIh72iKGRLyhqf4hOQTLSwLpt5uIHfrG+KuPJ9r6GvigZgFUae5taj9N5UC6otuZy0JcWKmXrKiXn1DvIwJL5jr4B1xq2aF3ISu0XjU+L2rLgmWCywpDni8sF19Q6yyULD Zdjrvf0q7F/ORi4llbT/xrNkYa3TLJE3g6Ov41X3HofN/PqW5X7xCQrK+2EBC8r3YREIyvdhCQnK8eI2EZHexjYTkdbGDhGR08QYJydXiLRKSpcUeEpKfxT4SkpnFARKSk8UhEpKNxQAJycPiCAnJwOIYCcm94gQJybriFAnJt+IMCcm04hw JybHiAgnJruISCcmr4h0SklHFFZIr6sZiG/e54u62bZ+LTdxnWmXTts/EXhMKtM6eNRSIQ8HDuU59Q1ZLBwStMKABQQzkAtOAIE6icDGX+oYsxjwAaqWzefQz7bILNYH+lpAUqGJrioj6ex0UNCRBQeigoFmfPtDTJY1nrWk8XTh41srB0+ nMs+YzTyc0z5rRPJ3SvCanGSHK07vQs25DT0cCzxoKPO2fXuOgRq+S5yr0wT8a+kD4ChkJfiDcQEbCHwg3kZEACMItZCQEgvA1MhIEQbiNjIRBEO4gI7MH4S4y4jUgfIOMuA0I3yIjgRKEe8hIqAThPjKySiA8QEbCJQgPkZGACcIBMhIyQ XiEjARNEB4jI2EThCfISOAE4SkyEjpBeIaMBE8QniMj4ROEF8hIAAXhJTISQkH4DhkJoiC8QqaPJMYreSnV1i70G/Rn5fO+EJXWAn0/nahXeeU+m+7rryE20hi019fU+zZ3zEKO30fH6r3ao/t/DaIHFPMkBLEbifAuCvJRpZ9BpOXXq/31 b+r+2uM8uqhfmyx+RJFxdfqBoHStvop0ji7+UDlL/ffm/JM052bT+mcai7YHoGNvnfEikve0p29LeRDl1mFqVa3rpWnMWVLmdymY87z+XVJtCzsqhyyW5vfNtUp1vQ6Piob5CJYUlNQLVVsXlaMGAH/W1TfzhmEH6XDYOfbf1KOfjEtFzCkO 6hxk0a6/XID+bx4v9c2fSNGL8/XV/ter60e/XXrxAn8+9Xnvy95vek96/d7vey96O71B76zn9/7U+3PvL72/Lv9t+R/L/1z+V6362QNs8+te57P87/8AhBjr3Q==</latexit>
Fig. 3: Illustration of Equation (IV.2).
Red nodes denote Q?, with the top one
closest to Q?. Inequality (IV.2) requires
the angle between PQ?(q) − q (purple
arrow) and −∂Rf(q) (blue arrow) to be
sufficiently small.
As illustrated in Figure 3, the condition (IV.2) shows that the
negative direction of the chosen Riemannian subgradient ∂Rf(q)
is aligned with the direction q − PQ?(q) pointing to the target
solutions. In other words, this regularity condition will force the
trajectory of (sub)gradient iterates getting closer to the target
solutions when the step size is chosen appropriately, which we will
discuss in more details in Section V. Moreover, (IV.2) indicates a
lower bound13 for the Riemannian subgradient ‖∂Rf(q)‖2 ≥ α for
all q ∈ B(Q?, 2)\Q?. Thus, if (IV.2) holds for all the Riemannian
subgradients of any q ∈ B(Q?, 2), so that one can conclude there
is no critical point other than the target solutions Q? in B(Q?, 2).
This property further implies the possibility of finding a target
solution by not only the Riemannian subgradient method but
also many other iterative algorithms (which will be described in
Section V) as long as they are initialized properly and can exploit
this geometric property.
Minimal Example I: Robust Subspace Recovery. In the context of finding the sparsest vector in a subspace,
we use the robust subspace recovery problem as an example to elaborate on the regularity condition (IV.2).
As illustrated in Section II, given the dataset Y corrupted by outliers as Y =
[
X O
]
Γ, where X ∈ Rn×p1
are inliers generated from a subspace SX , O ∈ Rn×p2 are outliers with no linear structure, and Γ is an
unknown permutation matrix, the goal is to recover the underlying inlier subspace SX . Noting that estimating
SX is equivalent to finding its orthogonal complement S⊥X , the DPCP approach [103] attempts to find one
basis vector q ∈ S⊥X in each time. Once one basis vector is founded, we can then find another basis vector
by removing the contribution from the previous one and repeat this process until finding all the basis vectors
for S⊥X (this is also called the deflation method).
Recall that if q is in the orthogonal complement subspace S⊥X , then it is at least orthogonal to the n
inliers X . This motivates us to find such a basis q ∈ S⊥X by seeking a vector that is orthogonal to as
many data points in Y as possible (i.e., the sparsest vector in Y ⊥), resulting in (III.2) with ϕ being the
`1-norm [52, 58, 103]. In this case, since the goal of DPCP is to compute a basis for S⊥X , the set of target
12The consideration of nonsmooth objective is only for the ease to resort to existing results [70, 102], and the simplicity of
presenting the regularity condition.
13This lower bound can be obtained by applying the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality to the left hand side of (IV.2).
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Fig. 4: Orthogonal DL with permutation symmetry. Left: ϕ(Y >q) as a function on the
sphere S2. Local minimizers (red) are signed standard basis vectors Q? = {±ei}. These are
the maximally sparse vectors on S2. Right: graph of ϕ(Y >q) reparameterized into Euclidean
space; notice the strong negative curvature at points that are not sparse.
solutions14 is Q? = S⊥X ∩Sn−1. For the DPCP problem, it has proved in [102] that the optimization landscape
(III.2) satisfies the regularity condition15 (IV.2) with some positive α and sufficiently large , where these
parameters depend the dimension, size and distribution of the data points. Moreover, starting from a spectral
initialization16 that falls in B(Q?, ), a basis vector for S⊥X can be efficiently obtained by iterative algorithms
which we will describe in more detail in Section V. Similar local geometric properties have been generalized
and studied in [104] for a new formulation that can lead to a direct estimation of the full basis for SX .
Furthermore, this type of regularity condition also exist for other subspace models. For the orthogonal
dictionary learning, results in [69, 70] showed that a random initialization falls into regions satisfies (IV.2)
with constant probability, ensuring fast convergence of gradient methods. This result is later extended to
the sparse blind deconvolution problems [75, 83], where similar results are established. Finally, it should be
noted that all these convergence guarantees are based on this underlying geometric property, that we will
discuss in more detail about exploiting these properties for algorithmic design in Section V.
C. Global Geometry: Negative Curvature Near Saddles
More surprisingly, recent work [11, 28, 29, 47, 50] showed that in many cases nonconvex problems even
have benign global geometric structures (see Figure 4 for an example), in the sense that
• There is no spurious local minimizer. (All) minimizers are (approximately) symmetric versions of the ground
truth, and the optimization landscape around them exhibits local strong convexity or certain regularity
properties that we discussed previously.
• There is no flat saddle points. All saddles are created by symmetric superposition of the target solutions,
and they exhibit negative curvature17 in symmetry breaking directions.
14Here, it should be noted that Q? not only contains the global minimizer, but also includes certain points that are not critical
points [51, 52].
15This underlying regularity condition has been implicitly explored in [52, 103] in convergence analysis.
16For DPCP, we can compute such an initialization using the smallest eigenvector of Y Y >.
17Here, for C2 smooth functions, the negative curvature direction means the negative eigenvector direction of the Hessian.
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These two characteristics circumvent two computational obstacles (see Figure 1) for nonconvex optimization:
existences of (i) spurious local minimizers and (ii) high-order critical points. This implies that starting from
any initialization, any optimization method which is able to efficiently escape saddle points converges to
the global solution up to symmetry ambiguity. This type of function is also called strict saddle functions
[29, 105].
Minimal Example II: Orthogonal Dictionary Learning. In the context of finding the sparsest vector in
a subspace S = row(Y ), let us first use the orthogonal DL model Y = AX in (II.2) as an example to
elaborate more on this type of global geometric structures. Recall from Section II, given the generative
model Y = AX ∈ Rn×p with orthogonal dictionary A ∈ Rn×n and sparse coefficient X ∈ Rn×p, we aim
to learn both A and X only given the data Y . When the dictionary A is orthogonal, the observation is
that row(Y ) = row(X) and the row vectors of X are sparse since X itself is sparse. When X is random
and Bernoulli-Gaussian, the result in [46] proved that the row vectors of X are the sparsest vectors in the
subspace S = row(Y ) provided p ≥ Ω(n log n). Therefore, we can reduce the orthogonal DL problem to
finding one sparse row vector of X by solving the problem (III.2). If one sparse row vector of X can be
found, one may resort to deflation [47] or repeating random trials [46, 70] to recover X and A up to a
signed permutation SP(n) ambiguity.
The reason that we can only solve the problem up to a SP(n) ambiguity, is because of the inherent
symmetry structure, in the sense that signed permutation
Y = AX = (AΓ) · (Γ>X)
creates equivalent feasible solutions, where Γ ∈ SP(n) is any signed permutation matrix. To see how this
symmetry plays out in shaping the benign global optimization landscape, let us consider a simple case18 that
the dictionary A = I , so that Y = X and the target solution set Q? of our optimization variable q becomes
the set of signed standard basis vectors Q? = {±e1, · · · ,±en}. Since the set Q? is also invariant to signed
permutations, it is obvious that the function values f(Γq) = f(q) for the problem (III.2). As observed from
Figure 4, for all critical points over the sphere:
• All the local minimizers are indeed globally optimal and close to the signed standard basis vector
q? = ±ei which is the ground truth. And the Riemannian Hessian at q? is positive definite tangent to
q, in the sense that
Hess[f ](q?) = Pq⊥?
(
Y ∇2ϕ(Y >q?)Y > −
〈
Y ∇ϕ(Y >q?), q?
〉
I
)
Pq⊥?  α · Pq⊥?
for some α > 0, so that the function is strongly convex around q?.
• Saddle points qs do exist, but they are balanced superpositions of target solutions
qs =
1√|I| ∑
i∈I
σiei,
for every subset I ⊆ {1, · · · ,m} and sign scalar σi ∈ {±1}. For each saddle point qs, the Riemannian
Hessian manifests negative curvature, in the sense that
e>i Hess[f ](q?)ei < 0
along the direction pointing to any i-th standard basis with i ∈ I.
Since there is no spurious local minimizer presenting for the orthogonal DL, we can start from any point on
the sphere and use any saddle point escaping method to find one sparse row vector from X via Y >q?.
So far, we only considered a relative simple case in DL, where the dictionary A is orthogonal. If the
dictionary is complete (i.e., square and invertible), we can approximately reduce the complete DL to orthogonal
DL via simple techniques such as preconditioning (or whitening) of the data Y [47, 106]. Aside from
18For orthogonal A, without loss of generality, we can always assume that A = I . This is because a change of variable q = A>q
reduces the problem (III.2) to the case A = I , which only rotates the optimization landscape.
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Objective ϕ(·) Problem Distance between minimumand the target solution Local geometry Global geometry
`1-norm DL [70] 0 X ?
DPCP [51, 52] 0 X ?
Huber loss MCS-BD [83] O(µ) X ?
C∞ smooth
(e.g., Logcosh)
DL [47, 69] O(µ) X X
MCS-BD [50] O(µ) X X
TABLE II: A selective summary of geometric analysis for problems (III.2). Here ? indicates
that there is no existing result for this task, while X denotes the existence of such a result.
complete DL, recently similar benign global geometric properties have also been discovered for sparse blind
deconvolution with multiple inputs [50] (see Figure 2). Similar to DL, this benign global landscape has also
been induced by an intrinsic symmetry structure within the problem — the shift symmetry. Indeed, every
local minimizer for the sparse blind deconvolution is corresponding to a circulant shift of the unknown filter
a0 in (II.3).
Table II summarizes representative references on the local and global geometric properties for finding the
sparsest vector in a subspace in the context of DPCP, DL, and MCS-BD that are illustrated in Section II.
Finally, we close this section by noting that the benign global geometric structure pertains to subspace
models with certain symmetric structures, such as complete DL and sparse blind deconvolution. In both
cases, the discrete symmetry such as permutation or shift only induce equivalent good solutions but no
spurious local minimizers (see Figure 2). From this perspective, we conjecture that the DPCP problem could
also obey benign global geometric property (by using a smooth objective). This is due to the fact that the
continuous symmetry such as rotations of the subspace may also only introduce equivalent good solutions
but no spurious local minimizers.
V. EFFICIENT NONCONVEX OPTIMIZATION METHODS
The underlying benign geometric structures have strong implications for designing efficient, guaranteed
optimization algorithms. In the following, we overview recent advances of optimization algorithms for
solving problems (III.2) with different choices of convex surrogate ϕ(·) (see Table I), ranging from smooth
to nonsmooth approaches, and from first-order methods to second-order methods to alternating minimization.
For each method, we discuss the underlying principles and its advantages.
A. Algorithms for smooth sparsity promoting convex surrogate ϕ(·)
First, we consider the simplest setting where the function ϕ(·) in (III.2) is smooth. Undeniably, the most
natural way to enforce sparsity is using nonsmooth surrogates such as `1-penalty (e.g., ϕ(·) = ‖·‖1). However,
nonsmooth loss often results in substantial challenges in optimization and algorithmic analysis, due to
the non-Lipschitzness of its subgradient. As shown in Table I, there are many ways to replace `1-penalty
with its smooth surrogate, where we can easily obtain benign global guarantees with relatively simple
analysis. Nonetheless, the trade-off is that smoothing will introduce approximation errors; see Table II for
comprehensive summary. To have exact recovery, we need extra rounding step as shown in [34, 68, 83].
a) First-order methods. First, let us start with first-order iterative methods for solving the optimization
problem (III.2) constrained over the sphere. As we explained in the last section that the Riemannian gradient
describes the notion of slope over the sphere, one simple algorithm is to iteratively perform two steps —
move the iterate along the opposite direction of the Riemannian gradient and then project it back to the
sphere — which is known as Riemannian gradient descent (RGD) [107]. In particular, in the (k + 1)-th step,
RGD updates the iterate by
q(k+1) = PSn−1
(
q(k) − ηk · grad[f ](q(k))
)
, (V.1)
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(a) ODL: Partition of the sphere (b) ODL: Negative curvature
e1
e2
−e2
e3
−e3
ξ = 0
ξ = 5 log(n)
(c) ODL: large basin of attraction
Fig. 5: Illustration of partition of optimization landscape for orthogonal dictionary learning (ODL).
(a) shows a symmetric partition of the sphere based on the target solutions; (b) demonstrates large
negative curvature along the stable manifold; (c) gives an illustration of the large basin of attraction
around one target solution (the region inside the dotted line).
where ηk represents the step size which can be chosen simply as a constant or selected by a Riemannian
line search method [107].
However, since RGD only uses the Riemannian gradient information, for general nonconvex problems it
is only guaranteed to converge to a critical point [107, 108]. In other words, it may get stuck at a saddle
point because a critical point does not necessarily implies a local minimizer. Fortunately, for nonconvex
problems with benign global geometry such as these considered in this paper, the work in [109] proved
that RGD escapes from saddle points with negative curvature and converges to a second order critical point
almost surely when using random initialization and constant step size. This escaping saddle property was also
recently proved in [110] for RGD with varying step sizes. Therefore, when all saddle points exhibit negative
curvature (or it is called strict saddle property [29]), RGD converges almost surely to a local minimum that
satisfies second-order optimality condition. Furthermore, as we elaborated in Section IV, this type of local
minimizer is close to a target solution for several important cases in finding the sparsest vector in a subspace.
Nonetheless, these results [109, 110] do not directly imply how fast RGD escapes the saddle points and
converges to a local minimum. In the worst case, the result in [111] showed that RGD can take exponential
time converging to a local minimizer. This implies that the properties of strict saddle function are not sufficient
for having polynomial convergence of RGD. For optimizing functions only having strict saddle property,
the only known result with global convergence rate is a perturbed version of RGD, which injects random
noise into the descent iterates preventing stuck at saddle points. In particular, the results [112, 113] showed
a sublinear convergence rate O(1/2) for noisy RGD, where  is the accuracy tolerance19. However, this
type of results does not have direct implication in practice: (i) it is hard to control the level of noise to be
injected, (ii) the convergence speed is hindered due to the randomly injected noises.
In practice, for many instances of finding the sparsest vector in a subspace, vanilla RGD with random
initializations seemingly always converge to the target solution with linear rate (see Figure 7a and Figure 8a
for an illustration). This is mainly due to the fact that particular problems often have extra structures other
than the strict saddle property. For example, in the orthgonal DL problem discussed in Section IV, as
illustrated in Figure 5, the stable manifold (i.e., the set of points along the flow that are sent towards the
saddle point) exhibits strong negative curvature, that the gradient increases geometrically moving away the
the stable manifold (see Figure 5b). Therefore, we have a large basin of attraction for each target solutions
(see Figure 5c), within which the function satisfies regularity conditions analogous to (IV.2) that we discussed
19Precisely, it produces a point q with gradient smaller than  and Hessian within
√
 of being positive semidefinite, i.e.,
‖ grad[f ](q)‖2 ≤ ,Hess[f ](q)  −√Pq⊥ .
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Loss function ϕ Methods Order
Convergence
(local)
Complexity
(per iteration)
Smooth
RGD 1st Linear O(np)
RQN 2nd Quadratic high
Nonsmooth
RSG 1st Linear O(np)
ManPPA ? Quadratic high (solving (V.3))
IRLS ? Linear O(n2p)
TABLE III: Summary of optimization methods for solving (III.2). Here ? means it is not
clear the orders for ManPPA and IRLS algorihms. The computational complexity (per iteration)
for RQN and ManPPA depends on the methods used for soving the subproblems, but in general
their cost is much higher than merely computing the gradient as in RGD or RSG.
in Section IV. Thus, it can be shown that a random initialization falls into one of these basins (the dotted
region in Figure 5c) with constant probability. In particular, when ϕ(·) is a log cosh function, the result in
[69] rigorously showed this is true for orthogonal DL and proved sublinear convergence of RGD method.
Similar ideas have been adopted for solving sparse blind deconvolution with multiple inputs [83] using a
Huber loss, leading to an improved analysis that guarantees linear convergence of the vanilla RGD.
O
q
TqSn−1
δ
expq(δ)
Sn−1
Fig. 6: Illustration of tangent space
and retraction to the sphere.
b) Second-order methods. Another important class of methods
that can naturally escape strict saddle points are the second-
order methods. This type of methods usually forms quadratic
approximations of the function in the tangent space, and search for
the descent direction based on this approximation within a restricted
radius. At a saddle point qs ∈ Sn−1 with grad[f ](qs) = 0, this
type of methods can directly exploit the Hessian information to find
the descent direction that is aligned with the negative eigenvector
of the Hessian. To see why this happens, consider the following
quadratic approximation f̂(·) of the function f(·) at a saddle point
qs ∈ Sn−1,
f̂ (qs + d) = f(qs) +
1
2
d>Hess[f ](qs)d+O(‖d‖32), ∀ d ∈ TqsSn−1.
Because the Riemannian Hessian at qs has negative eigenvalues, if the direction d is aligned with the negative
eigenvector of Hess[f ](qs), then we have d>Hess[f ](qs)d < 0. Since f̂ (qs + d) ≈ f (qs + d) for small
‖d‖2, this further implies that f (qs + d) < f (qs). In other words, the strict saddle points can be efficiently
escaped with second-order methods, directly exploiting the negative curvature information of the Riemannian
Hessian.
In addition, when optimizing over the sphere, it should be noted that the Riemannian second-order methods
here can be viewed as a natural extension of classical second-order methods in the Euclidean space. The
quadratic approximation is formed using Riemannian derivatives in the tangent space (which is also a linear
space), while the only difference is that we need to perform an extra retraction step to retract the iterate
from tangent space back to the sphere (see Figure 6). These Riemannian second-order methods include
Riemannian Newton method [107], and Riemannian Quasi-Newton (RQN) method (e.g., the Riemannian
trust-region method [107] and the Riemannian cubic-regularization method [114]). We omit the algorithmic
details and refer interested readers to the references [107, 114] for a closer look.
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(a) DPCP: First-order methods
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(b) DPCP: High-order methods
Fig. 7: Comparison of convergence performances for the DPCP problem. As illustrated in (II.1)
of Section II, we generate the data similar to [52], where the subspace SX is randomly sampled with
co-dimension r = 60 with ambient dimension n = 100. We then generate p1 = 1500 inliers uniformly
at random from the unit sphere in SX and p2 = 3500 outliers uniformly at random from the unit
sphere in Rn. We initialize all the algorithms at the same point with its entries follow i.i.d. standard
Gaussian distribution. We examine performances of the optimization algorithms on two loss functions:
(i) C∞-smooth loss ϕ(·) = µ log cosh(·/µ) and (ii) nonsmooth ϕ(·) = ‖·‖1. For the smooth loss, we test
first-order RGD and the second-order Riemannian trust-region (RTR) method introduced in Section V-A.
For the nonsmooth loss, we test first-order RSG method, and high-order ManPPA and IRLS methods
introduced in Section V-B. Figure 7a illustrates convergence performances of first order methods; Figure 7b
illustrates convergence performances of high order methods.
In comparison with first-order methods, the major advantage of second order methods is the convergence
speed. As can be seen from Figure 7 and Figure 8, the second methods are approximately 10 times faster
than first-order methods in terms of iteration complexity. In theory, for example, the Riemannian trust-region
method is proved to converge to a target solution at a local quadratic rate for complete DL [47]. Nonetheless,
for each iteration the computation and memory costs of the second methods are usually much higher than
first-order methods, which is due to the fact that they need to solve an expensive subproblem. Therefore, it
is often preferred to use second-order methods for small-scale problems, and use first-order methods for
large-scale ones. We summarize the comparison of algorithms in Table III. As a future work, it is interesting
to design algorithms with similar fast convergence but much lower computation cost per iteration (e.g.,
Riemannian versions of limited-memory BFGS algorithms [115, 116]).
B. Algorithms for nonsmooth sparsity promoting convex surrogate ϕ(·)
As alluded in Section V-A (see Table II), optimizing smooth surrogates often induces approximation
errors of the solution, so that extra steps are required for finding the exact target solutions. In contrast,
optimizing nonsmooth objectives directly produces exact solutions, demonstrated in Figure 7 and Figure 8.
In the following, we review recent advances on developing nonsmooth optimization methods for finding the
sparsest vector in a subspace.
a) Riemannian SubGradient (RSG) methods. A natural modification of RGD for a non-smooth ϕ(·)
(i.e., the `1-loss) is a Riemannian SubGradient (RSG) method that replaces the Riemannian gradient by a
Riemannian subgradient in (V.1). Although each iterate of RSG has a similar form as RGD in (V.1)
q(k+1) = PSn−1
(
q(k) − ηk · ∂Rf(q(k))
)
, (V.2)
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the convergence behavior of RSG is much more complicated than RGD because of the nonsmoothness.
For example, unlike RGD, the negative Riemannian subgradient −∂Rf(q) is not necessarily a descent
direction20, and the RSG with a constant step size may even fail to converge to a critical point21. Moreover,
the convergence analysis of RSG for general nonsmooth Riemannian optimization problems are still largely
unexplored [123]. It is only very recently that [124] provided the first convergence rate guarantees for RSG
for optimizing nonsmooth functions over Stiefel manifold (which includes the sphere as a special case),
under certain regularity conditions of the function. More specifically, if the objective function is weakly
convex22 in the Euclidean space, then RSG with an arbitrary initialization and diminishing step size (e.g.,
ηk = 1/
√
k) converges to a critical point at a sublinear rate (e.g., O(1/k1/4)) [124].
Moreover, when the nonsmooth objective satisfies the local regularity condition23 (IV.2), very recent results
[52, 104] showed that RSG with (piecewise) geometrically shrinking step size converges with a linear rate.
This type of results is quite surprising, in the sense that our common knowledge tell us that RSG is usually
the slowest method for optimizing nonsmooth functions. Nonetheless, the key elements for enjoying fast
linear convergence using RSG are: (i) the underlying benign geometric structure of the problem — the local
regularity condition (IV.2), and (ii) the use of geometrically diminishing stepsize (i.e., ηk = O(βk) for some
properly chosen β ∈ (0, 1)). Thus, for problems such as DPCP and ODL, once we initialize within the
local region B(Q?, ) around the target solution Q?, then RSG converges to Q? with a linear rate [102], i.e.,
dist(q(k),Q?) . βk. To avoiding tuning the step size, recently a modified backtracking line search technique
can be used to automatically search an appropriate step size [52, 125].
b) Manifold proximal point algorithm (ManPPA). The manifold proximal point algorithm (ManPPA)
[126], which adopts the idea of the classical proximal point method in the Euclidean space, is an effective
approach to find a descent direction on the Moreau envolope of ϕ(·) within the tangent space:
d(k) = argmin
d∈Rn
ϕ
(
Y >(q(k) + d)
)
+
1
2tk
‖d‖22 s.t. d>q(k) = 0,
q(k+1) = PSn−1
(
q(k) + αk · d(k)
)
,
(V.3)
where tk > 0 and αk > 0 are the step sizes. The efficiency of ManPPA depends on whether we can
efficiently solve the optimization subproblem for the descent direction in (V.3). The work in [126] solves this
convex subproblem by using an inexact augmented Lagrangian method together with a semi-smooth Newton
method. In comparison with RSG, ManPPA converges much faster in terms of iteration complexity24, but its
overall computational complexity can still be higher because solving the subproblem in (V.3) is usually quite
expensive even with efficient implementations.
c) Alternating linearization and projection (ALP) method. Another way to deal with nonsmooth `1-
minimization problem with nonlinear constraint is simply to linearize the constraint via linear approximations,
and solve a sequence of linear programs (LPs) until convergence. This is the so-called alternating linearization
and projection (ALP) method [84, 103]. In particular, for our problem (III.2), we linearize the spherical
20How to efficiently search for an appropriate descent direction to accelerate the convergence for nonsmooth objective is still an
open and interesting question. Existing methods such as Riemannian gradient sampling algorithm [117] is often very expensive and
lacks non-asymptotic convergence guarantees.
21This is true even when there is no sphere constraint [118]. As a simple example, consider minimizing |x| by the subgradiment
method xk+1 = xk − ηk sign(xk) and suppose that we take x0 = 0.01 and ηk = 0.02 for all k ≥ 0. Then, the iterates {xk}k≥0
will oscillate between the two points x+ = 0.01 and x− = −0.01 and never converge to the global minimum x? = 0. At best, one
can only show that even for a convex function, the subgradient method with a constant step size will converge to a neighborhood
of the set of global optima (with rate guarantees if the problem satisfies additional regularity conditions); see, e.g., [118–121]. To
ensure the convergence of subgradient methods, a set of diminishing step sizes is generally needed [118, 122].
22We say f is weakly convex if there exists a τ such that f(·) + τ
2
‖·‖22 is convex.
23 [124] utilizes another property called sharpness, which together with the weak convexity also results a similar regularity condition
(IV.2).
24A local quadratic convergence rate is established in [126] for problems obeying shaprness, which is satisfied for both DPCP and
the orthogonal dictionary learning [124].
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Fig. 8: Comparison of convergence performances for the ODL problem. As illustrated in (II.2) of
Section II, we generate the data Y = AX similar to [70], where we create the dictionary A ∈ Rn×n as
a random orthogonal matrix with n = 64, and draw each entry of the sparse code X ∈ Rn×p from i.i.d.
Bernoulli-Gaussian distribution with sparsity level θ = 0.25 and p ≈ 10n1.5. We initialize all the algorithms
at the same point with its entries follow i.i.d. standard Gaussian distribution. We examine performances
of the optimization algorithms on two loss functions: (i) C∞-smooth loss ϕ(·) = µ log cosh(·/µ) and (ii)
nonsmooth ϕ(·) = ‖·‖1. For the smooth loss, we test first-order RGD and the second-order Riemannian
trust-region (RTR) method introduced in Section V-A. For the nonsmooth loss, we test first-order RSG
method, and high-order ManPPA and IRLS methods introduced in Section V-B. Figure 8a illustrates
convergence performances of first order methods; Figure 8b illustrates convergence performances of high
order methods.
constraint q>q = 1 by using its first order Taylor approximation at the point q(k), resulting in a linear
constraint q>q(k) = 1. Thus, we compute a sequence of iterates q(k) via solving the following subproblem
q(k) = argmin
q∈Rn
∥∥∥Y >q∥∥∥
1
, s.t. q>q(k) = 1, and q(k+1) = PSn−1
(
q(k)
)
, (V.4)
where the optimization subproblem is simply an LP. It turns out that ALP can be viewed as a special instance
of ManPPA by choosing t =∞ and αk = 1 in (V.3) and setting q = q(k) + d in (V.4).
For general nonconvex problems, Spa¨th and Watson [84] established the convergence of ALP to a critical
point. For the DPCP problem, this proving technique is further utilized in [103, 127] to show the convergence
to a target solution starting from a spectral initialization. Again, the latter result is achieved mainly due to
the underlying benign geometric structures of the problem that we discussed in Section IV-B. In practice,
the ALP usually converges much faster than RSG in terms of iteration complexity. However, since for each
iteration it involves solving an LP (e.g., can be solved using Gurobi [128]) time consuming subproblem, the
overall computational complexity could still be high.
Finally, we note that if our initial point q(0) is very close to a global minimizer, solving one LP in (V.4)
exactly returns the target solution. This property has been explored in [47, 83, 129] for rounding approximate
solutions (often produced by optimizing smooth objectives) to the exact target points. Moreover, for the
rounding step the work in [83] proposed an efficient projected subgradient method that enjoys local linear
convergence.
d) Iterative reweighted least squares (IRLS). While the ALP iteratively linearizes the nonconvex constraint,
the iterative reweighted least squares (IRLS) [103, 130–132] attempts to smooth the nonsmooth objective by
a weighted least squares. It should be noted that the IRLS is a classical method to solve `p-minimization
problems (p 6= 2) such as compressive sensing [133–135]. The main idea behind IRLS is to alternatively
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Fig. 9: Road detection for autonomous driving [52, 138]. Illustration of results on Frame
328 of KITTY-CITY-71 [139]: (a) annotated 3D point clouds where inliers (on the road plane)
are indicated by blue and outliers (off that plane) are indicated by red, (b) DPCP approach
using the RSG method, (c) projections of 3D point clouds onto the image.
solve a weighted least-squares problem (which often admits a closed-form solution) and update the weights.
To illustrate the IRLS for solving (III.2) [103, 130–132], let us consider ϕ(·) = ‖·‖1 and rewrite ϕ(Y >q) as
‖Y >q‖1 =
∑p
i=1
∣∣y>i q∣∣ = ∑pi=1 1|y>i q|(y>i q)2. This inpsires us to consider solving the following subproblem
q(k) = argmin
q∈Sn−1
p∑
i=1
w
(k−1)
i (y
>
i q)
2, and w(k)i =
1
max{δ, ∣∣y>i q(k)∣∣} ∀i ∈ [p], (V.5)
where δ is a small scalar to avoid numerical explosion. It is not difficult to show that the optimal solution of the
subproblem (V.5) is given by the eigenvector corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue of
∑p
i=1w
(k−1)
i yiy
>
i .
The convergence behavior of IRLS is discussed in [131], where the global convergence to a critical point and
a local convergence to an approximate target solution is established for solving DPCP. In comparison to RSG,
IRLS converges much faster and it does not require tuning the step size (see Figure 7 and Figure 8). However,
similar to ALP, the subproblem of IRLS is expensive as it requires performing an eigen-decomposition.
e) Other methods. Finally, we close this section by noting that there are many other methods developed for
constrained nonsmooth problems that may also be used for solving (III.2). Typical examples include [136]
SQP-GS (which combines sequential quadratic programming (SQP) and gradient sampling (GS) techniques),
and a faster quasi-Newton type method which called GRANSO [137] which improves SQP-GS by employing
the BFGS method. GRANSO has been used for solving orthogonal DL in [70] and converges very fast in
practice, but there has been no convergence guarantee established yet.
VI. APPLICATIONS IN LEARNING LOW-COMPLEXITY MODELS FROM THE DATA
High dimensional data often possess low dimensional structures such as sparsity. For a variety of applications
in data science, one of the fundamental problems that we are facing today is how to learn those low-complexity
structures/models only given the data. In the following, we present several engineering applications for which
some of these challenging learning problems can be reduced to the task of finding the sparsest vector in a
subspace. Therefore, we can leverage on the nonconvex optimization approaches illustrated in this work,
efficiently solving these problems with global provable guarantees.
a) Machine Intelligence. In many applications such as national security, autonomous driving, healthcare,
we want to endow our system the ability to correctly interpret external data, to learn from such data, and to
use those learnings to achieve our goals and tasks through flexible adaptation. This often requires learning
low-complexity structures from the observations, and robustly dealing with outliers of the data. To deal with
these challenges, the problem can often be naturally reduced to finding the sparsest vector in a subspace. As
an one example, the DPCP approach introduced in Section II has been successfully applied in the context of
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Fig. 10: Learning representations of natural images [68]. Top: natural images. Middle: 64
dictionary elements of size 8× 8 learned via solving (III.2) and deflation. Bottom: the plots
show the values of
∥∥A>? Y ∥∥1 across 100 independent repetitions, where A? is the obtained
solution for each trial; we observe that regardless of the initialization, the algorithm converges
to an equally good point
the three-view problem, which is of fundamental importance in many computer vision applications, such as
3D reconstruction from 2D images of the scene [51].
Another successful application of DPCP is on road plane detection from 3D point cloud data using the
KITTI dataset [139], which is an important computer vision task in autonomous car driving systems. The
dataset, recorded from a moving platform while driving in and around Karlsruhe, Germany, consists of image
data together with corresponding 3D points collected by a rotating 3D laser scanner. As shown in Figure 9,
one important problem is to determine the 3D points that lie off the road plane (outliers indicated by red)
and those on that plane (inliers indicated by blue), follows which the road plane can then be easily estimated.
Experimental results in Figure 9 show that the DPCP approach can efficiently estimate the road plane from
3D points including almost 50% outliers.
b) Representation Learning. High dimensional data often contains quite a lot redundant information, and
they often possess low-dimensional structures/representations. The performance of modern machine learning
and data analytical methods heavily depends on appropriate low-complexity data representations (or features)
which capture hidden information underlying the data. While we used to manually craft representations in the
past, it has been demonstrated that learned representations from the data show much superior performance [39].
Therefore, (unsupervised) learning of latent representations of high-dimensional data becomes a fundamental
problem in signal processing, machine learning, theoretical neuroscience and many other [140]. As alluded in
Section II, one of the most important unsupervised representation learning problems is learning sparsely-used
dictionaries [141], which aims to learn a compact dictionary such that every data point can be represented
by only a few atoms from the dictionary.
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However, despite of recent algorithmic and empirical success [64, 65], most of the methods based on
alternating minimizations are lacking theoretical justifications for when and why these algorithms work for
dictionary learning. As shown in Section II, when the dictionary is complete, it can be reduced to finding the
sparsest vector in a subspace. Moreover, the results in [47, 68] showed that this problem can be solved to
the target solutions with efficient algorithms and optimal sparsity level. Figure 10 shows the learned compact
representations from natural images using this approach, which is optimized by a second order Riemannian
trust region algorithm followed by deflation [68]. As we observe, the method does not only enjoy global
performance guarantees (see the bottom of Figure 10) but also efficiently learn meaningful representation
from natural image dataset (see the middle of Figure 10).
c) Scientific Imaging. In many imaging science applications, we often face the problem of recovering
a low-complexity signal provided observations taken from an unknown physical system. For instance, in
fluorescent optical microscopy imaging, super-resolution microscopy is a new computation based imaging
technique which breaks the resolution limits of conventional optical fluorescence microscopy [142–144]. The
basic principle is using photoswitchable florescent probes to create multiple sparse frames of individual
molecules to temporally separate the spatially overlapping low resolution image. To improve the resolution
limit, we need to computationally recover a sequence of sparse high resolution (HR) images from their
convolution with a point spread function (i.e., low resolution images). However, in many scenarios (especially
in 3D imaging), as it is often difficult to directly estimate the PSF due to defocus and unknown aberrations
[145], it is more desired to jointly estimate both the PSF and high resolution images by solving a sparse
blind deconvolution problem with multiple inputs.
As discussed in Section II, this sparse blind deconvolution problem can be reduced to finding the sparsest
vector in a subspace, which can be efficiently solved by the algorithms in Section V. As a demonstration
of effectiveness, we test this approach25 on a realistic simulated dataset obtained from SMLM challenge
website26 using 1000 video frames. The fluorescence wavelength is 690 nanometer (nm) and the imaging
frequency is f = 25Hz. Each frame is of size 128× 128 with 100 nm pixel resolution, and we solve the
single-molecule localization problem on the same grid27. As observed in Figure 11, by reducing and solving
the finding the sparsest vector in a subspace problem using simple algorithms, it can near perfectly recover
both the underlying PSF and HR images, producing accurate recovery results.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
This work is part of a recent surge of research efforts on deriving provable and practical nonconvex
algorithms to central problems in modern signal processing and machine learning. In this paper, we reviewed
several important aspects of recent advances on nonconvex optimization methods for solving the problem
of finding the sparsest vector in a subspace, ranging from problem formulation, geometric analysis of
optimization landscapes, to efficient algorithms and applications. In the following, we discuss several open
problems to be addressed along this line of research in the near future.
a) Towards more disciplined nonconvex optimization theory. Despite of recent theoretical and algorithmic
advances, our understandings of nonconvex optimization is still far from satisfactory — the current analysis
is delicate, case-by-case, and pertains to problems with elementary symmetry (e.g., permutation or shift
symmetry) and simple manifold (e.g., sphere). Analogous to the study of convex functions [9], there is a
pressing need for simpler analytic tools, to identify and generalize benign properties for new nonconvex
problems appearing in signal processing and machine learning.
25Here, we consider the Huber-loss for ϕ, and solve the problem via RGD.
26Available at http://bigwww.epfl.ch/smlm/datasets/index.html?p=tubulin-conjal647.
27Here, we are estimating the HR images on the same grid as the original image. To obtain even higher resolution than the result
we obtain here, people are usually estimating the HR images on a finer grid.
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(a) Observation (b) HR Image: Truth (c) HR Image: Recovered
(d) PSF: Ground truth (e) PSF: Recovered
Fig. 11: Solving sparse blind deconvolution for solving super-resolution microscopy
imaging [83]. Results on a standard stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy [144] dataset.
Top: from left to right, observed blurred image, ground truth and recovered HR images Bottom:
from left to right, ground truth and recovered PSFs.
b) Learning low-complexity structures over more complicated manifold. In this work, we formulate the
problems such as robust subspace recovery and dictionary learning as finding a sparse vector in a subspace,
which is constrained over the sphere. However, more natural and robust formulations for these problems
involves optimization over more complicated manifolds, such as Stiefel manifold. More technical tools need
to be developed towards a better understanding of optimization over these complicated manifolds, despite
recent endeavors [102, 106, 124, 146].
c) Applications. In this paper, we reviewed a variety of optimization algorithm for finding a sparse vector
in a subspace, with global theoretical guarantees. Moreover, these algorithms are practical for handling large
dataset as we demonstrated on several applications including machine intelligence, representation learning,
and imaging sciences. However, we believe the potential of seeking sparse/structured element in a subspace
is still largely unexplored, despite the cases we mentioned and demonstrated in this work. We hope the
motivating applications discussed in this survey could inspire more application ideas of these results.
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